Abstract

Quantitative intelligence-based traditional data mining is facing grand challenges from real-world enterprise and cross-organization applications. For instance, the usual demonstration of specific algorithms cannot support business users to take actions to their advantage and needs. We think this is due to quantitative intelligence focused data-driven philosophy. It either views data mining as an autonomous data-driven, trial-and-error process, or only analyzes business issues in an isolated, case-by-case manner. Based on experience and lessons learned from real-world data mining and complex systems, this article proposes a practical data mining methodology referred to as domain-driven data mining. On top of quantitative intelligence and hidden knowledge in data, domain-driven data mining aims to meta-synthesize...
quantitative intelligence and qualitative intelligence in mining complex applications in which human is in the loop. It targets actionable knowledge discovery in constrained environment for satisfying user preference. Domain-driven methodology consists of key components including understanding constrained environment, business-technical questionnaire, representing and involving domain knowledge, human-mining cooperation and interaction, constructing next-generation mining infrastructure, in-depth pattern mining and postprocessing, business interestingness and actionability enhancement, and loop-closed human-cooperated iterative refinement. Domain-driven data mining complements the data-driven methodology, the metasynthesis of qualitative intelligence and quantitative intelligence has potential to discover knowledge from complex systems, and enhance knowledge actionability for practical use by industry and business.

Introduction

Traditionally data mining is presumed as an automated process. It produces automatic algorithms and tools with limited or no human involvement. As a result, they lack the capability of adapting to external environment change. Many patterns mined but few are workable in real business. On the other hand, real-world data mining must adapt to dynamic situations in the business world. It also expects actionable discovered knowledge that can afford important grounds to business decision makers for performing appropriate actions.

Unfortunately, mining actionable knowledge is not a trivial task. As pointed out by the panel discussions of SIGKDD 2002 and 2003 (Ankerst, 2002, Fayyad & Shapiro, 2003), it was highlighted as one of the grand challenges for the extant and future data mining. The weakness of existing data mining partly results from the data-driven trial-and-error methodology (Ankerst, 2002), which depreciates the roles of domain resources such as domain knowledge and humans. For instance, data mining in the real world such as crime pattern mining (Bagui, 2006) is highly constraint based (Boulicaut & Jeudy, 2005; Fayyad et al., 2003). Constraints involve technical, economical, and social aspects in the process of developing and deploying actionable knowledge. For actionable knowledge discovery from data embedded with the previous constraints, it is essential to slough off the superficial and captures the essential information from data mining.

Many data mining researchers have realized the significant roles of some domain-related aspects, for instance, domain knowledge and constraints, in data mining. They further develop specific corresponding data mining areas such as constraint-based data mining to solve issues in traditional data mining. As a result, data mining is progressing toward a more flexible, specific, and practical manner with increasing capabilities of tackling real-world emerging complexities. In particular, data min-
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